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DEREK HASTINGS, Catholicism and the Roots of Nazism: Religious
Identity and National Socialism (New York: Oxford University Press,
2010), xvi + 290 pp. ISBN 978 0 19 539024 7. $29.95 £19.99 (Hardback)

Discussions of ‘political religion’ as a phenomenon have recently
reawakened interest in National Socialism as the idea creating the
identity of the Third Reich. In the process, the old notion of a deep
gulf between Nazi ideology and Christianity has been modified by
the insight that the two amalgamated and mixed to some extent: tran-
sitions were fluid and the boundaries between them cannot, there-
fore, be historically determined with any precision. There are differ-
ent views of the extent to which National So cial ism assumed ‘reli-
gious’ features. Richard Steigmann-Gall has recently argued that the
‘Positive Christianity’ mentioned in point 24 of the Nazi Party mani-
festo was not, as has so far been assumed, a tactical veiling of
Nazism’s true ideology, but rather a genuine expression of the fact
that National Socialism was rooted in a national Prot est antism.
Protestant Christians, he suggests, could therefore in good faith also
have been Nazis.

While this thesis remains highly controversial, it has so far been
generally accepted that National Socialism did not have any compa-
rable Catholic roots. The study by Derek Hastings initially confirms
this view. Hitler’s decision in 1923 to forge a power political alliance
with General Erich Ludendorff, figurehead of the German–völkisch
camp, in order to launch a putsch against Weimar democracy fol-
lowing the example set by Mussolini, formed an insurmountable
obstacle to any alliance between Catholicism and the Nazi Party (pp.
3, 138–42, 185). The strongly anti-Catholic nature of the völkisch
movement, which strikingly revealed itself in open attacks on Mu -
nich’s Cardinal Faulhaber in 1924, prompted, for example, Munich’s
Catholic laity to address a petition to the Bavarian minister president,
Eugen von Knilling, protesting against the new Protestant–völkisch
Kultur kampf (pp. 147–8).

Hastings’s main interest, however, is in the Nazi Party’s formative
phase, especially in Munich, which was outwardly Catholic and
politically highly volatile between 1918 and 1923. The fact that a rad-
ical splinter group, the (National Socialist) German Workers’ Party,
gained a foothold in the swamp of the völkisch movement is attrib-
uted by the author to the Nazi Party’s dominant religious Catholic
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identity at this time (pp. 4, 46–7, 107, 183). The National Socialists
achieved their rise as a Catholic-oriented movement, Hastings sug-
gests, whose religious identity consisted in what he calls a
‘Catholic–Nazi synthesis’ (p. 116). The implied conclusion is that the
story did not necessarily have to end in the later, uncontested oppo-
sition between Catholicism and National Socialism. For Catholics,
however, it was not possible to go along with the transformation of
the party’s  religious identity into a secular, political religion.

Hastings puts his case in five chapters. In chapter one he argues
that the milieu-specific connection between confessional and party
political commitment to political Catholicism was not applicable to
the special conditions in Munich. The roots of the Catholics who
joined the early Nazi Party lay in a reforming Catholicism that was
anti-ultramontane and critical of Catholicism. It was organized in,
among others, the Reformverein founded by Josef Müller, a diocesan
priest in Bamberg. Astonishingly open to contemporary eugenic and
racist ideas, they demanded social renewal by means of a religious
Catholicism which aimed to reconcile the nation with modern socie-
ty (pp. 16–45).

In chapter two Hastings argues that the religious identity of the
emergent Nazi movement in the Bavarian capital, convulsed by post-
war chaos, socialist revolution and its violent suppression, was
shaped not by forces around the völkisch, Protestant-dominated
Thule Gesellschaft, but by people influenced by the ideas of reform-
ing Catholicism and disappointed by the Bayerische Volkspartei
(BVP). These included Franz Schrönghamer, Dietrich Eckart, later
editor (from late 1920) and influential friend of Hitler’s, and the
priests Bernhard Stempfle and Josef Roth. They increasingly turned
the Völkische Beobachter into a platform for criticizing political Cath -
olicism, whose compromises with amoral Jews and atheistic social-
ists they saw as posing a danger to the Catholic faith and the German
Volk (pp. 47–76).

Chapter three turns to the vague demand for a confessionally neu-
tral ‘Positive Christianity’ made in February 1920 in the Nazi Party
manifesto. This exactly matched the ideas of those völkisch Catholics
who rejected both the monarchical particularism of the Catholic
patriotic societies and Protestant-dominated racist organizations
such as the Deutschvölkische Schutz- und Trutzbund. In the Völ kische
Beobachter they gained the upper hand in 1921 when a distinction was
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drawn between political and religious Catholicism, which also made
the Nazi Party attractive to Catholics beyond the specific en -
vironment of Munich. Among Catholic students and their organiza-
tions in particular, Catholic ideas combined with völkisch ones in the
defence of Christian morality against Judaism. Accusations by the
BVP that the Nazi Party was pursuing a völkisch ideology hostile to
faith led the Nazi Party to distance itself from movements that were
deutschgläubig and anti-Rome, and emphasized its Catholic profile
even more clearly (pp. 77–106).

Chapter four looks at a small number of committed Catholic
priests, known as ‘Nazi storm troop preachers’—Philipp Haeuser,
Bernhard Stempfle, Josef Roth, Alban Schachleiter, Lorenz Pieper,
and Magnus Gött—who advocated the ‘Catholic–Nazi synthesis’ that
had grown out of ‘Positive Christianity’ as a belligerent Christianity
of action and the sword. Their anti-Semitism linked up with anti-
Jewish prejudices which were firmly rooted in the nineteenth-centu-
ry Church. This synthesis found its densest liturgical expression in
the heroic ceremonies organized by Abbot Schachleiter to commem-
orate Albert Leo Schlageter who had been killed in the Ruhr struggle.
The influx of new members to the Party from Munich and its envi-
rons was largely the result of this campaign which had been author-
ized by priests (pp. 107–42).

In chapter five, Hastings turns to the alienation and breach caused
by Hitler’s decision to derail the democratic republic in alliance with
Ludendorff’s anti-Catholic Kampfbund. This anti-Catholicism,
which grew noticeably when Hitler concluded his alliance with
Ludendorff and continued after the Party was re-founded in 1925,
ended the Catholic phase of 1922–3. Schlageter’s place as the move-
ment’s martyr and the hero of a secular political religion was taken
by those who were killed in the November putsch (pp. 143–76).

This study by Hastings convincingly makes three points which
have tended to be underexposed in contemporary research on
Catholicism so far: first, the spiritual and political confusions of
Munich’s liberal reforming Catholicism, distanced from an ultra-
montane Catholic milieu; secondly, the significance which the
völkisch derivative of this critical Catholicism initially achieved in the
early Nazi Party under the slogan ‘Positive Christianity’, only to lose
it, for confessional reasons, to a Protestant anti-Catholicism; and
thirdly, the extent of the social networking between Catholic–völkisch
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activists in Munich’s bourgeois and student circles on the one hand,
and in the Nazi movement on the other, as well as the potential for
mobilization which the Catholic ‘Nazi storm troop preachers’ repre-
sented.

The question remains: how ‘Catholic’ was the early Nazi move-
ment?1 Was it as ‘Catholic’ as, according to Steigmann-Gall, it later
became ‘Protestant’? Hastings seems to suggest this when he draws
an analogy between cultural Catholicism and cultural Pro test antism
(p. 9), or emphasizes that the völkisch–Catholic activists, like the
reforming Catholics of the nineteenth century, had seen themselves
as members of the Catholic Church (pp. 78, 179). Yet he also seems to
hold back, suggesting that, by contrast with the Catholic milieu, the
religious identity of the early Nazi movement cannot be measured.2
Hastings is obviously aware of the problem that while his widely
defined concept of ‘Catholicism’ (p. 178) in cludes the amalgamations
and mixtures produced by the Cath olic–Nazi synthesis, it thereby
forfeits the capacity to distinguish and separate more precisely. This
study, which is otherwise agreeably condensed and well written,
would have benefited if its research on the Cath olic–völkisch network
and its impact had been placed into a wider historical context. For
example, the reader would like to know what impression first mod-
ernist reforming Catholicism and then the smaller group of the
‘storm troop preachers’, not all of whom were Bavarian, left behind
on the more than 1,000 clergy (as of 1921), probably most of them
neo-scholastically schooled, in the archdiocese of Munich. It would
also have been worth investigating further whether reforming Cath -
oli cism had a substantive (theological) basis among early National
Socialists, or whether it merely functioned as an ultramontane enemy
image, or one directed against political Catholicism, which was root-
ed in cultural Protestantism. And, finally, the identity-generating sig-
nificance of the Catholic religion for early National Socialism could
have been explored even more deeply if the contributions by
Schrönghamer, Eckart, and others had been evaluated in the context
of the Völkische Beobachter as a whole.

1 See Derek Hastings, ‘How Catholic Was the Early Nazi Movement?
Religion, Race, and Culture in Munich, 1919–1924’, Central European History,
36 (2003), 383–433.
2 Ibid. 392.



Another question is whether a Catholic-tinged early Nazi move-
ment would have proved to be a realistic alternative in the long term.
The Catholic card would obviously not have been a power political
trump if Hitler had continued to bet on it after the attempted putsch.
Outside Munich, the movement’s capital, the Völkische, despite their
Catholic–völkisch profile, were unable to achieve more than 10 per
cent of the vote; in Catholic regions outside Bavaria, approval was
even lower, garnering less than 5 per cent of the vote. The ‘Catholic’
Nazi Party was a local and passing episode which Hitler did not
want his old Catholic comrades to remind him of, as the example of
Schröng hamer shows (p. 3).

From this point, additional light is cast on the ‘Positive
Christianity’ mentioned in the Nazi Party manifesto, but also on
what Hastings suspects, in this early phase, was a personal affinity
for the Catholic religion on Hitler’s part (pp. 102–3, 180–1). ‘Positive
Christianity’ was a tactical formula which could be used by both
Catholics and Protestants, and which Hitler could employ to pass
over those who saw it as offering a serious way in to National So cial -
ism, whether they were of a deutschchristlich or völkisch-Catholic per-
suasion. Hitler always subordinated his religious convictions to his
power political ambitions.
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